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Four dynamic geographies

Natural Geography

Human Geography

Political Geography

Functional Geography



Climate Change and the “Baby Bust”

In addition to the 
economic and social 
pressures associated 
with raising children, 
today’s Millennials also 
view having children at 
all as tantamount to 
ecological catastrophe.



The Covid Correction: Gen-Alpha Signals Demographic Decline

● Covid “baby bust” more severe than 2008 GFC
● Gen-Alpha (birth years: 2011-2025) may fall below Gen-Z
● World population under 40 represents 60% of the world population 
● Gen-Y + Gen-Z + Gen Alpha are both the present and the future of humanity



Welcome to “Peak Humanity”

● World population peaking below 9.5 billion
● Fastest population growth remains in Africa but fertility falling rapidly
● OECD countries already sub-replacement fertility and de-populating absent immigration
● Irony of migration controls: Large dependency ratios in aging societies 
● From populism and xenophobia to a global war for young talent?



● Rising temperatures, diminishing rainfall, and depleting groundwater are causing a shift in the “climate 
niche”

● “Red zones” will have average daily temperatures exceeding 30° Celsius by 2070 or sooner
● Green/yellow regions will become more suitable for human habitation over time

The Shifting “Climate Niche”





As the “climate niche” migrates, so too must Americans

SOURCE
CO2 Emissions (GLA Dashboards)

Geographies most likely to absorb 
climate migrants:

● Inland West
● Great Lakes
● Inner Atlantic

“Climate Niche” in extreme Warming Scenario

Source: https://projects.propublica.org/climate-migration/



From students to citizens? 
Education as a passport in the global war for talent

● US academic hegemony eroding since 9/11 and due to (a) 
cost (b) geography (c) polarization (d) competition

● America’s loss is Canada’s gain: (a) citizenship fast-track (b) 
blended degrees and full-time jobs  

● Europe’s wildcards: (a) Switching to English language 
degrees (b) keeping costs down (c) “Blue cards”

● Asia’s rise: Keeping Asians at home due to (a) stability (b) 
international education JVs (c) robust job markets

Number of international students (2019)





Key questions

● Do you think of geography as a branch of 
philosophy, the social sciences, or natural 
sciences?

● What is meant by the phrase: “Geography is 
destiny”? Do you agree or disagree?

● If maps of natural geography are the best 
reflection of the world, then why do most of our 
classroom maps simplify the environment and 
emphasis political boundaries?

● Can we make maps that combine natural 
geography, political geography, functional 
geography, and human geography?

Insights

● Geosophy: the ever evolving 
relationship between geography 
and human nature (John Kirtland 
Wright, 1946)

● “Geosophy inspires us to overcome 
artificial authority: borders can 
bend, infrastructure can shift, 
people can move.” (Move, 350)
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